crushed paper shot through coloured
filters results in a sublime blood-red
prairie sunset, which intensifies the
hilarity of three shadow puppets of
tipsy men, circa 1907, getting
seriously spooked before realizing
chat the source of their fear is a boar
with its snout stuck in a syrup can.
Similarly, the serene winter light,
glowing from the painted skies in
Rowan Pantel's Mike and the Goose
reinforces the uncanny effect of an
overzealous mother goose attacking a
small farm boy, who is then saved by
his babushka. Pantel's 3D puppets
exhibited in the gallery reconfirmed
the sophisticated artistry behind chis
licde gem of a film, based on a 1940s
family memoir.
More illustrative - and miraculous,
which is typical for folkloric
discourses - visions of prairie skies
and light are to be found in the
Qu'Appelle winter tale, A Place for
You by Angela Edmunds,which tells
the story of an unusual friendship
berween a cue-out fox and chicken.
Heaven and Earth become a stylized
pink background in Kelly-Anne Reiss'
Scotty, another Saskatchewan fairy
tale about the love of an Eastend T.
Rex for a shadow puppet she-dino.
The marvellous prairie horizon
gradually palisades into an aloof
neutral backdrop for the shadow
puppetry of Janine Windolph's
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uncanny residential school story
about the ghost of priest, Joshua, and
disappears altogether in Macnut: A
Tale ofRevenge, Eric Kanius' account
of a 1960s seeding of scores, imagined
in the style of a cartoon Western. In A
Gentlemen's Quarrel, by Noelle
Duddridge, the prairie vistas are
replaced by a formal black
background for a quasi-duel berween
rwo Regina musicians presented as
white cut-out puppets is justified by
the abstractly chic style of early black
and white silent movies, complete
with intertitles.
Another highpoint at the
PuppExhibition was the histrionic 3D
puppet of an archetypal housewife
from yesteryear, perched by a stove
and a clothesline, clutching a mop. In
Gerald Saul's It's About Time, she is
aptly paired with a shadow puppet of
her husband, whose rattling advents
through a white, garage-like opening
unto a grey backdrop signify the
world's rare intrusions into the
woman's domestic bondage. A
similarly uncanny confusion, ensuing
from a "rupture in the established
order" - whether due to agoraphobia
as in Paul Ackins and Ian Campbell's
Cabin Fever, childhood obsession in
Video Club's Spitly, or a bout of
epilepsy in Red Smarceez' First Seizure
- is captured again by 3D puppets
which best conflate the intimate and

